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Over the last years a general theory has been developed for the consttuction and analysis of rational ofihonormal basis functions, often called Generalized Orthonormal Basis Functions (GOBF) in the engineeing literature.
These investigations motivate the interest in the examination of the approximation properties of the rational orthonormal systems generated by a given
set of poles. These basis can be viewed as an ertension of the tigonometic system on the unit circle, that coresponds to the special choice when all
of the poles are located at the orign. This poper provides a generalization
of certain classical Lo norm convergence and summation theorems of the
paftial sums of Fouier seies ttsing GOBF expansions. Using the so called
Hambo-domain techniques the paper considers the construction of minimal
state space models of linear time-invaiant (LTI) systems on the basis of systems representations in terms of GOBF expansions.
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Introduction

It has been known that control design for dynamic systems usually requires the knowledge of an appropriate model of the system. These models can, in many cases, be derived from flrst principles but in more
realistic situations from data that are the measured input/output signals of a system. Model construction
from measured data is usually called system identification.
Tiaditionally, the main approach to system identiflcation has been based on stochastic assumptions
explaining the errors between the actual system and its models. Properly parameterizing the models,
the elaborated results provide a point estimate for the parameters of a nominal model and additional
statistical properties characterizing the estimated parameters and the goodness of fit. Thc control design
was based on the nominal model (applying the certainty equivalence principle) disregarding most of the
statistical information provided by the identification.
The appearance of the robust control paradigm in the late past decade accompanied by the formal11*
analysis and design theory incorporated the modeling uncertainties into control design. This started as a
completely deterministic approach with the design based on a family of models given by a nominal model
and an uncertainty model describing, e.g., the modeling error (or the bound on the magnitude of the error)
in the frequency domain of interest. The design has been usually formulated as an 7l- optimization (e.g.
minimization of certain operator norms) over a set of stabilization controllers.
It was soon realized that existing methods of system identiflcation are not capable to provide initial
data for robust control and inspired intensive research on both flelds. The first concepts for a solution
were published in the early nineties by [19, 20]. This nonstochastic approach, usually called as worst-case
identification for robust control, was proposed to identify a nominal LTI model from frequency response
data.
There are various approaches to the identification problem both in time and frequency domain. Recent
overviews using information based complexity and set membership approach to modeling and identification can be found in f32,34,33) and [47]. Concerning the choice of identification criteria, there appeared
the worst case identification in 11, see e.g. [45],[6],[i3],[17] and others. Worst case identification under

.

1lo" criterion appeared in a large number of papers included 119,201, [15, 14], 136,37),129], [30]. Time
domain approach to this problem appears in [5] and [53]. Closed-loop issues of identification for robust
control were initiated by [11] using LQG/LIR approach and was further discussed by [46], [3] and [26,27)
introduced a generic scheme lbr the joint identification/control design by showing that the identification
and control errors are identical in this scheme. This allows to elaborate very powerful iterative tools to
obtain high closed loop performance. For nonlinear identiflcation issues see [16].
In linear systems, control, and signal processing, rational approximation has always been an important
issue and it has given rise to specific problems and insights in approximation theory. it has revived forgotten
methods and initiated new directions of research. It is the intention of this paper to illustrate some of these
innovating ideas that were born from this interaction of system theory, linear algebra and approximation
theory.
The flrst mention of rational orthonormal systems seems to have occurred in the mid 20'l' in the work
of [a3] and [31]. The context of this early work was application to approximation via interpolation, with
the ensuing implications for generalizes quadrature formula's considered. The wide ranging work of [51]
studied further the application of these bases for approximation on the unit disk and on the half plane.
For a given - possible inflnite - set of zeros {ai i let us consider the finite Blaschke products B, of order
n€N
{1, 2.. . .} written under the form

':

n

Bn
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:: n Ur, biQ) :: 7-aiz
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o, (: ) :: -4r-ol: and
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d1Q) ::

,

,!+ff
'
"J-
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b",(.). i > t,

i=1

where d.1 ,: 1/T= lifi, form an orthonormal system in']12, the so-called tkenaka-Malmquist system.
This system is also complete in Hp, see e.g. [42). These basis can be viewed as an extension of the
trigonometric system on the unit circle.
The idea of decomposing representations of linear time-invariant dynamical systems and related input/output signals in terms of orthogonal components other than the standard Fourier series, dates back
to the work of Lee and Wiener in the thirties, as reviewed in [28]. Laguerre functions have been very
popular in this respect, mainly because of the fact that their frequency response is rational. In an attempt to find more general classes of orthogonal basis functions with this same property,125) formulated
a general class of functions, composed of damped exponentials, to be used for signal decomposition. In
[48],[50]and [49], Laguerre functions and so-called two-parameter Kautz functions have been used in the
identification of the expansion coefflcients of approximate models by simple linear regression methods.
Extending this work further, [21] has developed a theory on the construction of orthogonal basis functions, based on balanced realizations of inner (all-pass) transfer functions. A further generalization of this
situation is presented in [35], where concatenations of freely chosen all-pass sections are considered as
basis-generators.
The use of GOBF as linear model parameterizations in system identification problems has been shown
to be attractive; this is due to the fact that smartly chosen basis functions can provide a fast rate of convergence of the corresponding series expansion, thus leading to linear model parameterizations with a limited
number of parameters.
By introducing a special argument transform in the inner functions representing the generalization of
the shift operator, these basis constructions can simple be related to the trigonometric bases. This was
shown in [a0]. The advantage coming from this property is that one can use the well known FFT or DFT
to compute the coeflicients of the models.
The flrst part of this paper provides a generalization of certain classical .C, norm convergence theorems
of the partial sum operators of the Fourier series to the case when the partial sum operators are defined
through orthonormal rational expansions. It is also known from the classical theory that the partial sum
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x, and that certain summations, e.g. Fej6r
operators fail to be convergent the uniform norm, i.e., for p
summation, of the partial sums of the Fourier series provides a useful tool in providing convergence. After
showing that the Lebesgue functions are also unbounded for the rational kernels, a Fej6r type summation
theorem is proved for the situation, when the rational basis is deflned by a periodic sequence of poles.
Probably one of the most important contributions to linear system theory has been the discovery by R.E.
Kalman, see [24], that the theory of linear systems can be naturally accommodated in classical module theory. This observation led to a completely satisfactory theory of realization, i.e., theory that links external
input/output descriptions with internal state space descriptions of the system. From an external point of
view regarding systems, an input/output map was defined by Kalman as a module homomorphism, over the
ring of polynomials, between appropriately defined spaces of input and output functions. This implies a
linear context and the module property implies time invariance. The causality property can be introduced
implicitly by considering the input/output map from the past inputs to the space of luture outputs.
The conventional realization problem of linear system theory is one of constructing from the infinite sequence of the Markov parameters the state space realization of the transfer function, i.e., the construction
of the real constant matrices {A. B, C, D} such that G(z) D + C (zT, A)-' A. Generally the constraint
lhat A is of least dimension is applied.
The study of the problem is greatly aided by the concept of Hankel matrix and the factorization of this
matrix into two matrices with full column rank - inflnite observability matrix - and full row rank - infinite
controllability matrix is fully exploited. When the data contain only a finite sequence {G;}, of Markov
parameters then one is faced with a partial realization problem. It is interesting to note, that the partial
realization problem of linear system theory can be interpreted as a multiple-point interpolation problem,
for further details see [1]. Based on a transformation generated by the rational orthonormal expansion
a conventional realuation problem is associated to the original problem but in a different domain. An
algorithm is given that provides the state space solution if the realization is known in the transformed

:
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domain.
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Approximation by rational orthonormal functions on the unit circle

In what follows we will be concerned mainly with complex function theory on the unit disk. Therefore,
to set the notation let us denote by R. the set of real numbers, by C the set of complex numbers and let Z
be the set of integers. The open unit disc, its boundary and its exterior will be denoted by

D:: {: e Cllzl < 1}, T:: {: € Cll:l :1}. and E::
Let us denote by I the integral mean on T. i.e.,

{z e Cllzl > 1}.

r(il = *l_" 7@i',)du.
By Lp, 1 < p

<

cc

(1)

will be denoted the classical Lp(T) Banach space endowed with the norm
lrf
;-:: (L [' lf Gi")lpdo)Lo
tJlp._r2rJ_,

and

ll/ll- ':

ess. srlp
rt

I

lf G''

f

€ Lp,1

( p(

cc

)l for f € L*. p: x.

The scalar product considered in.C: is the usual one, i.e.,

(f, g)

llt

.:t
'2rl- [" f ("'n)g("'')da:I(f|)

f ,s e Lz.

will be the Hardy space of square integrable functions on T' with analytic continuation on the unit
disc, i.e., htz can be identifled with ?lt(D). Its orthogonal complement in Lz wlll be denoted by 'Jlz,t,
i.e.,'Jlzt can be identified with 7lz(E). Thus, the stable transfer functions are elemcnts of 7lz. A classical
introductionin'11, theory is [23], [38] and [9]. A more advanced treatise of the topic is in [10].

As otherwise is not stated, it will be supposed z € T, i.e., z :: e''. c,.r € R.
The flnite Blaschke product of order n with zeros that corresponds to onb will be denoted by G6. i.e.,
nb

G6(z)

: Ilutfa

where biQ)

| - O;Z
:r,lail<1.

and the Blaschke product with poles that corresponds to

: &,lo;l

(2)

z-0j

;_1
J-L

a,o will be denoted by Gi.i.e., Gf; : lIiLrEt

it is clear that Gi(ei*) : Gb!i). where the overbar denotes complex
conjugation. Through this paper it will be supposed that the Blaschke condition, i.". I[, (1 - l^i l) : -,
is fulfilled.
If ?a denotes the space of polynomials of degree at most k, and we denote by nQ)
fllr(1 - diz),

where 61121

and cu(z)

,: f]Lr

G

<

1. and

- .,), then consider the sets
Rn :: {!ln e Pn-t), lZ-, ::

':

{e;tn
q

, P,-

t},

Pzn-t},i.e.,theorthogonalsumof R-,, and'l?n.
If 7?, includes the constant functions then it will be denoted bV 172 and accordingly,lZ\n i: '17-,, e R0".
Let us observe that7-, and 7"fl are the sets of stable strictly piop"i transfer functions urd prop". transfer
functions, respectively, that corresponds to a fixed denominator structure, i.e., to a flxed set of poles.
In what follows a central role will be played, in engineering terms, by the phase function of the Blaschke
product, introduced in [40], that will be called ",6 function" throughout this paper.
Let us denote the phase function of a single term by ,0i@),i.e.,b.',("'') :
An explicit expression
"is'(t).product by oj : pieiq,
for this function can be given as follows: denote the poles (zeros) of the Blaschke
,
p1@)
:
:2
:
then
0j I r,b)(d - d). where r"(a)
arctan(stan !) and s(pr)
*,with u., € [-r., zi]. and
it is extended periodically to R by r"(u,, * 2r): r"(o) + 2r, see [39].
respectively.

Accordingly,onecanset'l?ar::

{filne

For the derivatives one has

.

I

,J\,

I

l,

I - l0;lI J]

Q I-.\

(3)

ll_dj",rl,

Note that 0i : R. --* lR is a strictly increasing function with Br(r) : lpi@")l' : l4iG")12. Hence for
a finite Blaschke product B, of order n. there exist a monotone increasing, invertible and differentiable
function 061@) mapping the interval R. onto itself,-.such that,

Br("i') -

(4)

"ino61@)

where the function 061@) can be expressed as

961@),:

; I[':1

(s)

gr,@).

Thederivativeoftheinverseisboundedmoreoverifthereisaconstant0(c<lsuchthatlapl <cfor
k

:

1,. ' . )n then one has the uniform bounds

1-r"

,

2

;<,J1,1(o) <r_c
2.1

1_2-t\tt)\,-7_c

r)

(6)

Reproducing kernels

A fundamental concept and a basic tool in investigating approximation results concerning subspaces in
Hilbert spaces are the concept of reproducing property and the reproducing kernels. Moreover, they play
a central role in the construction of the interpolation operators, that are very useful in building practical
algorithms.

ThereproducingkernelK : T x T
i.e.,

- Cof asubspaceV c Lz isdeflnedbyitsreproducingproperty,
Vf e V f (r): (f ,K(.,r)), Tu € T'.

If

an orthonormal basis

{t/r(z) l"l :

1, . ..

defined by in the r,

,n},

<

oo dimensional subspace V is consid-

ered, then the reproducing kernel, or the Dirichelet kernel of the system, is given by

Kn(z,r)

:t

rb*Q)rhx@), z,weT,
l::1

and it is independent of the choice of the orthonormal basis {rlriQ)}, see [2]. The orthogonal projection
onto V is given by
Pvf (w): \f ,K"(.,u)), f e Lz.

For any set of distinct points wn

:: {.r,.r,

'..

,

trrr} on 'lf ,

(K"(',.t),Kn(',ri)) : Kn(wi,wi) and the matrix K"(*") :: lKn(wi,*i)lT.i:t
is positive semideflnite.

Applying this to the subspace'l?, one can obtain K,(2,.) : D[:r dr(")dx(d, as a reproducing kernel
that can be expressed in a compact form by the the following Christoffel- Darboux formula, see [8, L2]:
Lemma

2.1

n

Kn(r,tu) ::f
or{4or(r) :

k:i

_

B"(,),e:\:)
I - zut

- t,

Z,u€

D

u,rr,

(7)

where Bnis given in @).

Using the expression for the derivative of the function 01r; one has

K,("0', ei'y,:
Lemma2.2 Foranysetof distinctpointswr::
lj - 1,.. .,nforms a basis for17n.

Kn(z,ri)

i&:1

lrr{"'")12

:

ng'h)(r).

(8)

{rr,12,... ,wr}onTthesystemdefinedbyan:: {n1Q)::

2.2

Lo norm convergence of the partial sums
As it was seen in the analysis of the asymptotical bias a central question is the approximation property
of the system that is used for parametrization. This section gives a generalization of the classical f
norm convergence theorem of the partial sums of the Fourier series to the partial sums in the ratio#
orthonormal system generated by the sequence of poles (ap I k e Z).
Let us recall the completeness property of the Thkenaka-Malmquist system in the 7lo spaces, that follows from 1231,pp.64 and [10],pp. 53:

Theorem 2.1 The system O
condition holds, i.e.,

:

{dr I k e N} is complete in Ho for 0 < p <

i,r-l,rl)
ft:1

oo

if and only if the Blaschke

:"o

ThesystemQ:{,bo,d_'rlkeN}iscompleteinLrf.or0<p(ocifandonlyiftheBlaschkecondition
holds. Let us denote the partial sums of the expansion of a function
Zlby S,f i.e., S"f (r): (/, S,(',T.tr)).

Propositionl For 1e

Lp, 1<p(

li,(i -

l"rl)

system

idp I k e

aonehas

lls,/llo < collf llo
and if

/ in the orthonormal

: a then

Ii

ll/ - s"/llp:0.

(e)

(10)

2.3

Summation theorems

Let us consider the situation, when the set of poles that generate the orthonormal system is formed
by a periodic repetition of the same finite sequence ad : (ok lk : 1....,d) and consider for these
systems the "block" analogous of the Fejdr summalion, f,:
*II:r564, i.e, the operatorwith the

:: * I[:, Sor.
Proposition 2 For f e L*
T"f lln:0.
kernel

F,

then

llF"f

< Cllf ll*

ll-

and

for all of the continuous

f one has lim,-* ll/ -

Using this theorem one can prove that the classical, i.e., not "block" , summation for the periodic case
is also convergent, .i.e.,

Proposition3Forf€L*anctffr':tDi":rS7,thenifl-lapl>d->0.k€N,onehasllffuflls<
Cllfll*andforallof thecontinuous f onehas lirn1--* llf - Fftfll-:0.

3

A discrete rational orthonormal system on the unit circle

In practice one has to deal with a finite amount of data, therefore it is necessary to construct methods
that gives sufficiently accurate approximations based only on the available flnite information. Moreover,
if one uses interpolation type methods, then it is possible to recover functions that are members of certain
flnite dimensional spaces, by using only a finite amount of data. A well known example for such methods
is given by the operator that interpolates polynomials up to a certain degree, e.g., Lagrange type interpolation operators. The properties of these algorithms depend heavily on the set of the points where
interpolation is required. For example, polynomial type interpolation defined on a uniform grid of the
unit circle leads to FFT type algorithms. In what follows the theoretical background will be given for the
construction of such discrete systems in the context of rational parameterizations.
Let us denote by W, the set of the image of the roots of unity through the ^t@)

w,.

: {(1,: si^it l^i*: p1r\\td,

: grj function,

i.e.,

nr e Ur},

U, is the set of n equispaced points.
Considering as nodes the set Wr, one can introduce the following rational interpolation operator:

where

tL,"r)(,),:
where

/

is a continuous function on T and z

rn.6(;)
't

I

eJ

,,

999lct
n,\q' \

(1 1)

)

€ T. Let us denote by

(1.
,:
'- f"!''
K,((.()'

c e wn.

From the deflnition of Wn and by (7) it follows that for 0 < k, I < n. k

+ l, one has:

:j 1 _ ein(9"?yt)-0.0*))
,-7;:

1",<u(8)
'!'\E\J'l
Consequently, for 0

(

k,

I

{

Kn(Cn,(*)(t

- (r(r)

n,
l",e*

((r)

:

1_
"%r(t-k)
Ku(e*,(r)(t - Q(r)

6kr,

-0.
(t2)

Wr, are the Lagrange functions corresponding to the system {Qili :1, . . . , n}.
This impliesthal L"f interpolates / at the points of Wn. i.e., L"f (() : f G), ( € Wn. It is also clear
lhat L"f : / for f e Rn, and {1,,.6 l( e W,} is a basis inR,.

i.e., 1,r.6, ( e

Let us deflne the discrete scalar product

lf.gl,::,

,fi,

f.:c)g-(t),:

f

ryQ,
KnlC,C) rfi^nl61l^,)

(

13)

wheree:e'1

.

For the classical case, i.e., when a1 : . . . : an :0, the B function is the identity and this scalar product
is exactly the discrete Fourier scalar product defined by the trigonometric interpolation, i.e.,

I

ri)o(e).
tr,g){': *
c€u2
Using this discrete scalar product the interpolation operator can be written as:

(L"f)(") :
for

/

[f , Kn(., z))n,

e A(D). Using this fact and by (12) it follows that for (,4 € W, one has

T(1".e1\A:

d( €,

(14)

where 7 is the integral operator.
It is easy to see using the reproducing property of the kernel that (L,f . Lrg) lf ,g),, ancl it follows
that every orthonormal system U,*lk
1,. . . n) on the subspace defined by the reproducing kernel is
also discrete orthonormal, i.e., lbt , {t),
6n,t
1 < Ar, I
n.
Using the interpolation operator Lr. see (11), one can introduce a quadrature formula as

:

-

z^(f),:.;
\q

:

I

for

py)fG), where of)

,:r(#*),

(1s)

r! rl

Then it is clear, thatI"(f) : Z(f) for all f e R,.
To get O[") ithave been used the fact that for any 9 € A(D) one has I(g) :9(0). Thus by (7) for ( e W,
one has

where 7 denotes the integral mean operator on

r(K,(..O1

:fz(or)or(()
l.-

:i

11.

6*(o)drG)- 1- B,(o)8,(()

r

: r -8,(0).

Consequently by (15) the coefflcients of the quadrature formula are of the form

(n)::
pq'

1- B,(0): 1- B,(0)
-lq6d
;ifr.

where C:

If one of the zeros of the Blaschke product is zero, say, an : 0, hence
follows that in this case the coefficients of the quadrature formula
o'r")

:

ffi,

o,

where

C

:

(16)

e'^t.

bo.(r):

z, one has Br(0)

:

0.

It

ei^i.

are positive.

ForeverygeR-,onehasT(g):0,andg:hBnforsomehefy'-,,.Itfollows,thatZr(g):Ir(h):
: h(0). i.e., in general one cannot expect T(S) :7"(g).ButI(g) :In(g) if. g e R,_n ) zR._,,.

T(h)

One can obtain a completely analogous result as for the polynomial case, if one chose the quadrature
formula induced by L?,, based on the interpolation nodes W$.
Proposition 4 Let us introduce the Gauss type quadrature formula

4ut,:,**#fb,
thenzf;(f)

:

T(f) for all f < 1?\,.

The asymptotic properties of the the quadrature formula induced by Ln can be summarized as follows:

Proposition 5 For every

?z

€ N, n

)

2,

r -j-.:: 1-- rt'1r1P
(.#, Kl('
l'--"!9Jl:

O

$7)

;t

and consequently for the norrn of the functionals Tn one has

llr,ll:.I
trr't . _;;1.
(ew"

(18)

1

Moreover,

if

DLr! - l"rl) :

x,then

J*,f #i:m,D lr8'l:'

(1e)

As a corollary one has:
Proposition 6 If D,f;:r(t

-

Io*l)

: q, then for every /
tim TnU)

€ A(D),

one has

: I(f).

Based on this result, one has the followinggeneralization of the Erd5s-Tirr6n theorem for

Proposition

7

L,

on A(D)

:

Considering the interpolation operator

s- K' (''
f)('):,$,ffi6rt'l
C\

(Ln'n'' '

ffDEr(1

-

l"i,l)

:

a,

thenfor everyl € a(D), one has

JgL llf

- L"f llz :

o.

Let us conclude this section with an L, norm convergence result of certain rational interpolation operators on the unit circle, based on an extension of the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmtnd type inequalities for the
interpolation operator Ln on A(D).
PropositionB Let

f €'lln,and7-

only on p, such that

for

1

<p<

a

Io*l > d > 0,,k e N. Thenthereexistconstants C1,Cz>

Odepending

one has

cllf

llp

<

v,|f l\)i s czllfllo.

Moreover, one has

llf-L"fllnacE"171,
and consequently,

,UL llf

- L"f llp :

o.

In a practical situation one would like to recover all rational transfer functions from a given finite dimensional subspace and, in the same time, to have an approximation property for the entire '112 space in
order to cope with the possible unmodelled dynamics. This property are not granted by all interpolatory
type approximation methods. Proposition 8. shows that the interpolation operator.C,, defined in (11) has
the required property necessary to have the asymptotic bias results.

4

The Hambo-transform

In what follows Ga will denote the finite Blaschke product that can be written under the form G6 :
1"r; < 1 and each pole of G6 is repeated according to its multiplicity. n6 is
lTiLrbiwhere br(:)
called the order of G6. Denote by (Au, Ba, Cu, Du) the minimal balanced realization of G6. Let us denote

: ff.

by
,buQ)

: a{ Qt - Ah-'

(20)

and by

(21)
Q) :: Vx(z) ,: 4;{ Gok-t (z),
"T
thecomponentsof the n6-dimensionalrationalfunctions VrQ). Thenthe set{eTVkQ) li:1. ....n6. k e
N) will constitute an orthonormal basis for '112.L. In Pzl this basis was extended to L2, i.e., one has that
the set {elVp(z) li : t. ...,Tb, k e Z} constitutes an orthonormal basis for Lz.
The Hambo-signal-transform on L2. induced by the GOBF expansion deflned by Ga is deflned as:
Definition

I

Let us consider the expansion of a function

F e L2 in the generalized ofihonormal

r:irnru,
Then the Hambo-signal-transform

H,

:

L2

-;t

basis, i.e.,

Fr e c,,.

will be definecl as
@

11,F(^): F(r) ,:

I

\-kF*.

(22)

In what follows the subscript will be dropped in the notation of the signal transform. It is clear that this
transform is a unitary transform between the two function spaces, i..., (f, Gl : \11F,71G) and']171* : n,a,
and'11"'J1: T,.
Denote by J : Lz - L2 the operator (lf)(r) : zf (z) and by S the canonical shift operator onJlz.L,
i.e.,(s/)(z) : zf (z). A Hankel operator will be meant as an operator H : Jlz.L - 'llz.L such that
S*fI : IIS, i.e., H : P11r.rA[6Jlnr.r, where I./6 is the multiplication (Laurent) operator defined by

GeL*.

L2, :

Tu and consider the signal transforms'J1, and Tln respecone has an operator T : L2 ----,
A
']1rTlll.lt
tively, then the Hambo-image of the operator that acts on the transform domain will be T
projection
is also clear that the images of the orthogonal
operators P71, and Prtr., will bc the same type of

If

projection operators FH,

::

,: 'llrPnr'tli and Fnr., ::'l1rP11r.r11|,

i.e,

Fn,

:

Px-a

and

FHr., : Pxilr.

Lemma 4.1 The Hambo-image of a Laurent operator L is also a Laurent operabr L.

Making the usual identification of the Laurent operators on Llb, with the functions LU*'u, one can
introduce a Hambo -system-transform:
Definition 2 Let us consider the function G e L*. Then its Hambo-system-transform 77" : L*
will be defined as ?lrG : G(^) where G()) rs the symbol of the Laurent operator 11G11- (^).

-

\,A*'0,

One can observe that the system Hambo image of a stable all pass(inner) function is a stable all
pass(inner) function. Denote by A the system Hambo transform of S. The Hambo-signal-transform maps
a S* invariant invariant subspace X to a A* invariant subspace l( with the same dimension. The reverse
statement is also true.
Lemma 4.2 Consider the GOBF erpansion cofficients of G, i.e,,
Hambo Markov - parameters II1, of G, i.e, G

: tL--

G

: tE-

nu*Gr, and the Msrkov -

IIn^k . Then

Illpei: lr*+r,G$uei): PiG*+t I QiGt,

(23)

where

: Pie;,
P;A6: A6P;,

Q;ei:

Piei

(24)

Qiei,

Qi(AuDu - BoCo) : (A6D6 - BuCu)Qi,
QiAa - AuQ; : P;(A6D6 - Bt'Cu) - (AuD,' - BbCb)Pi.

and

P,P,
,

J

: P'P,.

O'O'
w,

vJ

: O'O,. O,P'* P,O' : P'O,*O,P;.
v'

vJ

.

J

vJ

J

v.

vJ

(2s)
(26)
(27)

Denote the stable all pass function ')1rZby l/(^). Since l,fi, is the it Hambo-system transform of S it is
not surprising that the function tV(,\) will play a central role in the further investigations.

4.1

State space formulation and the Hambo-system-transform

Let us consider a state space representation {A, B, C, D} of a proper rational transfer function and let
us denote by {4, 8.0, b1 the realization of its Hambo-system-transform.
Proposition 9 Given a system G(z) having a minimal state space realization (A, B, C, D) and its Hambosystem transform G with minimal state space representation (A. E, C . b1. Then the following identities holcl:

Ar crcb
o At
and

Ar e'c[

x"A x"B1lA BB{1,1c'ou

i

1

]

o DI ]

where Xo

1

D lLo

*.A *.8
CD

lAo
f

the observctbility Gramian of the

AT

Beo
Do

l-L

lc

86

I e'tT

l* laT

DBI

x.B
): x"A
ED

x.B
lc baa): *"A
CD

pair ( A, C) and Xo is the observability Gramian of the pair

G,q.
4.2

The question of the inversion
The question that the image of an operator is an operator of the same type or not is a fundamental
issue in lhe Hambo-domain investigations. The reason for that is that the multiplication operators do not
commute in general with each other on Lib . but those on ,C2 does! As a consequence the inverse image
of a multiplication operator, i.e.,?1*i'll is not a multiplication operator in general, hence one cannot
associate a function G e Ln to it.
A fundamental observation that one can state is:

Propositionl0ForagivenGthereexistaF€L"o,suchthatG:FifandonlyifGlSlcommuteswith
n(^).
For a characterization of the range space given in term of the Hambo Markov parameters see [41].

5

Minimal state space realization

In this section a method will be presented, as an application of the results conserning the Hambotransform, to give a minimal state space realization for a transfer function represented in a generalized
orthonormal basis. The outline of the procedure is the following:
o The first step of the algorithm is the computation of the Hambo Markov parameters using formula
(23).
o In the Hambo domain one can perform a classical minimal state space realization algorithm, e.g. a
Ho-Kalman algorithm.
o Having a minimal state space realization in the Hambo domain one can obtain a minimal state space
realization in the original domain by applying the result of Proposition 9.
The classical Ho-Kalman algorithm, see 122f, can be summarized as follows. Consider a MIMO system
with g inputs and p outputs and denote:

/ G, G:

rt,I:: I c,
n,,

Gt

c,'
G,-t

G,-,t

Gt,

I

\c.

and by

r(rr,)

': (

Gt
Ga

Gz
Gz

Gr+r
Gr+2

Gr*, Gr*2

Gzr+t,

)

where {G1} is the set of Markov parameters of the transfer function G, i.e. G(z) : DL, G*z-k, and r is
greater than or equal to the MacMillan degree of the system. The operator r corresponds to the adjoint
shift operator S*. Then there exist matrices P and Q such that

PH,Q:Ird
Let us denote

by

(J,: [tr, 0]

Ek

3]:'

: [nl. 01

0r]

,

where the dimension of the matrix U" may vary according to the dimensions of the expressions in which
appears. Then a minimal state space realization (A, B, C) is given by

A:
B

it

LI,JPT(H,)QJU:

:U"JPH,Ei

C

:

EpH,QJU!.

As an observation, it has to be stated here that the realization algorithm presented above gives the
desired result in the full information case. In the finite information case one has to deal with the partial
realization problem, i.e., the problem of finding the minimal orderl rational function that has as first
Markov parameters the given ones. In view of the realization theory, the problem is equivalent to the one
of giving an extension sequence such that the Ho-Kalman algorithm gives the unique rational function
with the desired property. In general the set of extension sequences that leads to rational functions with
the same degree that has the first Markov parameters identical to the given ones has more then one
element, i.e., the solution of the minimal partial realization problem in general is not unique. In the
classical case a characterization of the admissible extension sequences is given in [ a]. It is interesting to
note, that the partial realization problem of linear system theory can be interpreted as a multiple-point
interpolation problem, for further details see [1].
Given a finite GOBF expansion, one can ask about the minimal order rational function that has the
first expansion coelficients identical with the given ones. One tool for the study of this rational interpolation problem with minimal MacMillan degree is the so called Lowner matrix. This matrix encodes
the information about the minimal admissible complexity as a simple function of its rank and the rank
of its submatrices. This approach leads to a generalization of the classical realization theory, that can be
considered as a special case of the rational interpolation problem with all the data provided at a simple
point (infinity) of the complex plane. It can be shown that in such a case the Lowner matrix reduces to the
familiar Hankel matrix. Moreover for an interpolation problem can be associated a Hankel matrix that
allow the parametrization of all of the rational solutions of the interpolation problem, for details see e.g.
t4l.
By using the Hambo-system transform, the problem of minimal order rational interpolation can be set
as a classical partial realization problem in the Hombo-domain. The partial realization problem using
Hambo-domain techniques is a quite delicate question and it is beyond the scope of this work to answer it
completely. As an idea, having a GOBF expansion one could easily obtain a Hambo domain description through lhe Hambo Markov parameters - of the system and one could apply, then, a partial realization or
even a model reduction algorithm in the Hambo domain. The question that makes this problem delicate
is the fact that not every LPx"r function is the Hambo image of a scalar rational function. Therefore it is
an important question to characterize the range space of Hr,in algorithmic terms, i.e., how to construct
an algorithm that "select" among all the solutions the "true" ones - the solutions that are in the Hambo
domain.
rThe largest among the numerator and denominator degree, called also MacMitlan degree.

In [7] a solution is given for the partial realization problem if thcre are at least three known expansion coefficients. The main tool in obtaining the solution is the augmented Hankel matrix fbrmed by the
augmented Hambo Markov parameters Ltfr :: ll,Ik I Lk I Lr+t]. where A[p are the Hambo Markov parameters and Lp are the expansion coefficients. For this setting one can apply directly any of the classical
algorithms, the solution be ing given by {1, lE I B 1 4a1,01.
In a more general context to a minimal order rational interpolation problem one can associate an inner
function G6, such that a solution of the interpolation problem can be given as an element G of H (G6) :
Hz e Gu'112. with coordinates g; in a given orthonormal basis. The solution of the problem is to find all
the extensions G" e Go']12 of G with G + G" having minimal order. The Hambo-system-transtorm of
G is of the form I1o * )I1r. where I.Ii - D]!r giQi, and the extension problem can be formulated as a
completion problem for 111. i.e., to flnd coefflcients gl., such that
nb

All":t9iQi*g$.iPi

Q8)

i:).
has the lowest possible rank. In the situation, when all the poles are placed at the origin, this is exactly
the Hankel(Toeplitz) matrix completion problem, i.e., the classical minimal partial , realization problem.
However whilst this classical completion problem is widely studied, see e.g. [52] or [18], almost nothing is
known about the more general type completion problems (28).

6

Conclusion

This paper has discussed results in frequency domain related to approximate identiflcation in')12 by
using a rational orthonormal parametrization of the transfer function. The criteria for modeling and
identification was formulated in terms of f2 norms. The presented method can be seen as a generalization
of the results of the FIR modeling to the case of a generalized orthonormal rational basis.
It was shown that the approximation power of these rational basis functions concerning the entire 712
space is the same as for the FIR case, i.e., one has the asymptotical convergence of the partial sums formed
using the expansion defined by a given set of generalized orthonormal rational basis functions.
From a practical point of view it is important to prove that the discrete approximation operators, i.e.,
the methods that use only a finite amount of data, can also provide the required convergence properties,
necessary to establish the asymptotic bias results.
It was introduced an interpolation operator defined on a nonuniform grid, given by the image of the
uniform grid through the inverse of a function determined only by the prescribed poles.
The properties of this interpolation method were investigated and it was shown that by using that operator one can obtain a method that is convergent on'J1z and in the same time interpolates the rational
transfer functions of a subspace determined by the given poles. Thus it was proved that the knowledge
about the poles of the transfer function can be etflciently exploited in practice by using an identification
method that is based on rational orthonormal expansions rather than a conventional FIR modeling.
Given the expansion coefficients of a rational transfer function G in a generalized orthonormal basis generated by an inner function G6, one can construct a state space representation starting from the
balanced realization of G6, and following the rules known for the composition of the state space representation of the systems, but that representation is not minimal even in the SISO case, as was shown by
an example, in general. However if pole-zero cancellation does not occur for the transfer function obtained forming the common denominator and doing all the computations, that representation is minimal
for the SISO case, but not for MIMO systems, in general. Therefore one needs an algorithm to construct
a minimal representation.
This paper gives a generalization of exact realization theory for expansions using generalized orthonormal basis functions. The resulting realization theory will be the same as the one obtained by application
of the Ho-Kalman algorithm for the standard Fourier expansion.
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